READINGS AND RESOURCES

Harnessing the Value of Co-creating and Keeping Inclusive Healthy Places
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Introductory session on inclusion
Purpose Build Communities

• Inside Omaha/Seventy Five North Revitalization Corp.
• Poverty and Place: A review of the Science and Research That Have Impacted Our Work
• Elevating People and Communities - video


Partnership for Southern Equity and Climate Interactive. 2017. Dynamics of Displacement (short video)


- see especially the six Collaborating for Equity and Justice Principles

Three case examples

BakerRipley (Houston, TX)

• Brinley, A and Hilbig A. 2019. How a Houston, TX neighborhood center is using diversity to strengthen a neighborhood. Brookings.

• Snyder, Mike. 2016, Groundbreaking for Aldine project is personal for Rep. Walle. Chron.

• Grand Opening of BakerRipley center (from Northeast News, October 2, 2018)

• East Aldine progress report on the Town Center development (Northeast News – February 12, 2019)

• The BakerRipley East Aldine Campus Turns One! (Blog post on BR Website - September 20, 2019)


• Snyder, M. 2018. Some final thoughts on East Aldine. Houston Chronicle.

Richmond

Link to City of Richmond Health Initiatives/Health in All Policies (HiAP):
www.RichmondHealth.org

• HiAP Strategy, Ordinance, and Report
• Element 11 - Community Health and Wellness Element of the General Plan 2030
• Climate Action Plan
• Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) -Richmond
• Partnership with UC Berkeley https://iurd.berkeley.edu/

Data:
• City of Richmond's Open Data & Performance Reporting
• Climate-Smart Cities of Richmond
• City of Richmond Longitudinal Community Survey - National Research Center’s (NRC) National Citizen Survey (NCS)

Articles and Books:
Corburn, J., S. Curl, and G. Arredondo. 2014. *A Health-In-All-Policies Approach Addresses Many of Richmond, California’s Place-Based Hazards, Stressors.* *Health Affairs* 33:1905-1913.


Corburn, J. books

- Healthy City Planning, 2013
- Toward the Healthy City, 2009
- Street Science, 2005

Social Media

Facebook [https://www.facebook.com/RichmondEH/](https://www.facebook.com/RichmondEH/)

**Detroit RCC**


**Leaders on the Frontiers (New York Panel)**


Moore, J. G. 2019. *Good public design needs to reflect the population it serves, and in New York that is diverse, inclusive and collaborative.* Posted on Medium. (originally published in Blueprint 364).

**Principles, frameworks, other case examples**


Abare, R, 2019. *Putting Race, Gender, and Equity at the Heart of Community Development: A Q & A with Nancy Andrews.* *Urban Wire.* Published by the Urban Institute, the Opportunity Finance Network and the Low Income Investment Fund.


Budds, D. 2018. *20 Things Every City Can Do to Boost the Quality of Public Life.* *Curbed*.

ChangeLab Solutions. 2020. Web page with resources for planners and decision makers (includes reports, webinars, blog posts).


Just City Lab. Just City Index. Harvard Graduate School of Design.

The Kresge Foundation. 2019. Building and Supporting Equitable Development (BASED)


Mock, B. 2018. In Search of the “Just City”. Citylab.

- Toni Griffin and the Chouteau Greenway competition in St. Louis


- Case Studies, organized by our 9 ways of working principles
  - Principle 1: Design, manage, and operate civic assets as a portfolio, focused on influencing social outcomes of civic engagement, socioeconomic mixing, environmental sustainability, and value creation:
  - Principle 2: Recognize the intrinsic value of existing buildings, assets, neighborhoods, and people that others disregard:
  - Principle 3: Bring people of all backgrounds back into public life, reconnecting communities to civic assets where trust can be formed:
  - Principle 4: Shift the behavior of citizens from consumers to producers in order to cultivate stewards and champions of the assets:
  - Principle 5: Provide the best quality for all that can compete with alternatives in the private sector
  - Principle 6: Welcome everyone and create opportunities for shared experience among people of all incomes and background
  - Principle 7: Connect people to nature and invite visitorship via walking, biking or transit
  - Principle 8: Provide ecological benefits to the surrounding neighborhood:
  - Principle 9: Attract additional investment in the surrounding neighborhood in a way that sustains public spaces and benefits existing communities

Project for Public Spaces: Parts 1 - 3 of a 4 part series on inclusivity
● Playbook for Inclusive Placemaking: Community Process
● Programming for Inclusion: Enhancing Equity Through Public Space Activation
● Inclusive By Design: Laying a Foundation for Diversity in Public Space
● Equity and Inclusion: Getting down to the Heart of Placemaking
● Great Public Spaces: Equity in Action
● Public Markets Bring Together Diverse People
● Detroiter Work: The Lighter, Quicker, Cheaper Regeneration of a Great American City

Reimagining the Civic Commons. 2018. Value Capture in the Commons: Tools for sustaining our public places while benefiting existing communities.


Rodriguez, Lourdes. 2019. Servant Leadership is not an Oxymoron


- “State of Place’s AI-driven built environment database, benchmark, and predictive analytics software helps citymakers use data to make better citymaking decisions and therefore make it easier to communicate the WHY behind those decisions. This saves citymakers time and money, and optimizes outcomes they care about - increasing value, while creating a more just, livable, sustainable built world - for all…”
- “People want more livable cities. We help you use urban amenity data to Plan, Deliver, and Invest in irresistible places people LOVE… making Citymaking easier, more fun, effective, and cost-efficient…”


Other stories

Groundwork USA. Groundwork USA

- Web page describing the network of communities in pursuit of equity and sustainability

Harlem River Working Group. The High Bridge Coalition

- Although the coalition has been disbanded, one of the longstanding members is CLIMB (City Life Is Moving Bodies). They organize the annual “Hike the Heights” event.

La Finca del Sur. “La Finca del Sur” Facebook page and web page/blog

La Finca del Sur/South Bronx Farmers is an urban farmer cooperative led by Latina and Black women and their allies. We are committed to building healthy neighborhoods through economic empowerment, increased nutritional awareness, training and education, and advocating for social and political equity and food justice in low-income communities.”


- Fitzgerald neighborhood (Detroit) and Great Grand Crossing neighborhood (Southside of Chicago)—leveraging hyperlocal workforce development as part of the placemaking/keeping efforts

Monument Lab – Web page.

Monument Lab is an independent public art and history studio based in Philadelphia. Founded by Paul Farber and Ken Lum, Monument Lab works with artists, students, activists, municipal agencies, and cultural institutions on exploratory approaches to public engagement and collective memory. Monument Lab cultivates and facilitates critical conversations around the past, present, and future of monuments.

Paper Monuments - leveraging public art, public space, engagement and memory to equitably reimagine who and what gets memorialized.


- Several resources about four case studies – Beerline Trail Extension in Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Eden Night Live in Alameda County, CA; Marcus Garvey Youth Clubhouse, Brownsville, Brooklyn; People’s Paper Co-op in Philadelphia, PA.

Measurement Tools

Reimagining the Civic Commons--Measurement Resources

- **Overview**: Measuring the Civic Commons
- **Baseline and Interim reports** from Akron, Chicago, Detroit, Memphis:
- **Measure What Matters DIY Toolkit**

100 Million Healthier lives. 2019. Well Being in the Nation Measures